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WHAT IS ONE APP YOU WOULD
LOVE TO HAVE?

We crowdsource funds and transportation, but what if we

could crowdsource care and volunteerism? In the midst of the

COVID-19 pandemic digital communities are forming on

social media to offer help to others affected by the crisis.

They are creating and sharing spreadsheets of seniors who

need grocery runs, immunocompromised individuals who

need disinfectant supplies, and college students who need

emergency housing. What if we could harness the full power

of a community for good every day by offering an app that

would serve as the central location for collecting and

answering the needs of local individuals? Enter Cup of Sugar.



WHAT WOULD IT DO?

Not everyone has the resources they need all the time.

This is why businesses such as Uber or Zipcar have

succeeded. In many locations, you no longer need to

own a car to access affordable door-to-door

transportation. Towns and cities often share resources

in the form of libraries, but Cup of Sugar would allow

them to expand that and let citizens become aware of

everything their neighbors need. For example, a senior

citizen could submit posts for help with errands or

chores, a parent could ask for tutoring for their child, a

local business could post a job opening, a nonprofit

could post a volunteer opportunity, or the local arts

organization could post the items they need for a show.

Postings could be managed by the local government if

desired and available on the app for everyone in the

community to see, search, and answer their neighbors'

needs. 



WHAT PURPOSE WOULD IT
SERVE?

To have a big impact in a community you need to access as

much of the community's number 1 resource as possible:

people. One of the biggest hurdles for helping others, even

when you directly want to, is finding out who needs help and

what they need. Social media is great, but we are often limited

by our siloed social circles. In our world, there could be

someone in need right next door and you wouldn't even know.

Cup of Sugar offers a centralized location where community

needs can be aggregated and where those looking to help will

automatically know to look. It's easy to donate money to causes,

but many people have tangible needs. Plus there are many who

want to help but don't have the financial means to do so. Cup of

Sugar can offer people the opportunity to help others in the form

of time, goods, physical labor, emotional support, friendship,

time, or knowledge. It can also create a more connected,

stronger community in the process.



CROWDSOURCE
YOUR
COMMUNITY

BRAND IDENTITY

Branding would position this app as the digital equivalent of

the common 1950s trope of borrowing a cup of sugar from

your neighbor. The tagline "Crowdsource your community"

would tie in with social media content focused on the human

stories and connections built through the app, i.e.

testimonials, photos, videos, user-generated content.

Everything about Cup of Sugar's brand would be built around

the concept that small difference matters. We are stronger

together and that when added together every individual's

offering of care and kindness, however small, can

incrementally improve a community and revolutionize an

individual's life. Cup of Sugar breaks down barriers; amplifies

quiet, small voices; and stewards the good of which we all are

capable.



focus philanthropic efforts on a local level

volunteer 1 day a month

connect with neighbors

easily find out about individuals around

her that need help

GOALS

doesn't have any friends or social

contacts in her current city

too anxious to initiate meaningful in-

person contact with neighbors

doesn't have a lot of time

having to search for opportunities to

help is demotivating

OBSTACLES

USER PERSONA

Age: 30

Education Level: Bachelor's Degree

Employment: Full Time

Civic Traits: votes regularly, uses the

library, eats at locally-owned restaurants

 

 

KIM



APPS KIM ENJOYS AND
USES FREQUENTLY

APP KIM DOESN'T
ENJOY AND USES
INFREQUENTLY



Problem Statement
Discovering opportunities to help others in her community is a

challenge for Kim because she does not have personal

connections locally and this information is often fractured across

unofficial social channels.



IDEATION: SKETCHING

How: Express ideas as rough, simple sketches
 

Advantages: Allows expression of ideas

quickly and ideas presented visually can inspire

further ideas and be easier to share, discuss,

and critique with others

 
Time Limit: 30 minutes
 
Focus: UX/UI features for Cup of Sugar
 
Why Chosen: Overcomes limitations of words

when trying to communicate ideas for largely

visual features of the app



SKETCHING



IDEATION: STORYBOARDING

How: Draw a series of 3-6 panels depicting a

scenario of a concept related to the app

 

Advantages: Provides a visual narrative that

builds empathy for users and shows ways in

which the app may be used

 
Time Limit: 30 minutes
 
Focus: 3 use scenarios for Cup of Sugar
 
Why Chosen: Understand the social, technical,

and environmental context in which users will

interact with the app



STORYBOARDING

Scenario 1
Senior Citizen needs gutters cleaned,

but cannot afford to pay someone.

Kim answers the need.

 

Scenario 2
Student needs to do volunteer work

for school. Kim works alongside

student as fellow volunteer.

 

Scenario 3
Community theatre needs to borrow

specific items to use as props in a

show. Kim makes the request.



How: Create a collage of pictures, illustrations,  

and brand imagery. Also called a mood board.

 

Advantages: Visually communicates the target

aesthetic, style, audience, context and other

features of design intent

 
Time Limit: 30 minutes
 
Focus:  Visual/emotional aesthetic of Cup of
Sugar
 
Why Chosen: Create an initial reference for

the visual and emotional language of the app

and its overall brand

IDEATION: IMAGE BOARD



IMAGE BOARD



How: Write several concepts related to app on

a piece of paper and things related to those

concepts around them, connect with lines to

show relationships

 

Advantages: Provides visual overview of how

concepts of app relate to each other

 
Time Limit: 30 minutes
 
Focus Concepts:  Community, Government,
and Sharing
 
Why Chosen: Visualize parts of life that the

app will bring together in conversation for users

IDEATION: COGNITIVE MAPPING



COGNITIVE MAPPING

Include ability to apply for social services

through the app

Include video and text communication in the

app to help fulfill needs at a distance or offer

the app as a social space for those unable

to join community in public spaces

Livestream community events on app for

housebound residents

Coordinate a community ride-sharing

program through the app

Offer continuing education resources and

workshop materials on the app

Food sharing and food reallocation in the

community

Ideas Inspired by Cognitive Mapping



CONCLUSION

Inspired by the ways people are using social media platforms such as

Facebook and Next Door to generate an organized response to

community needs during the COVID-19 pandemic, Cup of Sugar aims to

offer a centralized home for these needs and the people wishing to fulfill

them.

 

Sketching some of the basic UX/UI features revealed the need for this app

to be powerful in connection and content, but approachable and intuitive

for the wide range of users a community will have. Storyboarding revealed

that there will be users with different goals: making requests, approving

requests, and fulfilling requests and that 1 user, our persona Kim, can at

different times have different goals on the app. The image board revealed

the need for the visual language of the app's brand to be welcoming and

reinforcing of positive change through bright colors, round edges, relatable

photography, and motivational language. Cognitive mapping showed a

high level of interdependence between a community, its government, and

the concept of sharing. With this web of connection, the app could be

expanded in many directions or offer a menu of features for communities

to customize their instance of it to their local circumstances.


